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Abstract In this paper, a dual-band Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) absorber is presented for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) security. The FSS absorber is designed for two frequencies of interest, i.e., 2.45 GHz (lower band) and 5.25 GHz (upper band), respectively. FSS design consists of two layers; first layer consists of conducting square-loop elements while second layer consists of resistive square-loop elements, placed in front of a conducting FSS layer. The proposed FSS design provides good frequency stability for oblique incidences for perpendicular (TE) and parallel (TM) polarizations. It provides better absorption rate for 2.45 GHz and 5.25 GHz frequency bands and allows the transmission of other microwave frequencies. Also, the proposed FSS design reduces multipath fading of additional WLAN signals which occurred due to the placement of conducting FSS layer. Presented results demonstrate that the proposed FSS design has a stable frequency response for the desired frequency bands for TE and TM polarizations with good absorption rate when the incident wave angle varied from 0° to 45°.
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1. Introduction

Now-a-days, the use of Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs) is becoming popular as a free-space filter design. It was first demonstrated by Ben A. Munk and used the presented technology for airborne applications[1]. Many researchers proposed FSS designs for other microwave related problems, in which radome design for radar applications gets popularity[2]. Other applications associated with FSSs are radar and analog absorbers[3-4], High Impedance Surfaces (HISs) for the enhancement of bandwidth and gain of an antenna[5], band-pass filter design for the transmission of radio frequencies through energy saving windows[6], resonator design or Electromagnetic Band-Gap (EBG) structure for the coupling reduction between microstrip patch antennas[7], quarter-wave polarizer to change the polarization of incident wave[8], etc.

In this work, our main focus is to design Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) absorber to provide security for WLAN signals. As WLANs are based on radio frequency (RF), the information which transmitted from one point to another can be hacked or tapped by intruders. A band-stop filter can be used to provide security, but it can attenuate other useful microwave signals. So, there is a need of such type of filter which only provides attenuation for the desired frequencies and allow other communication bands to pass through it. This can be done by the designing of FSS absorber. The design and configuration of FSS absorber was first presented by Salisbury and Jaumann[9-12]. The presented designs are much easier to model, but the problem associated with the designs is the unwanted attenuation to other communication bands. To overcome this problem, many researchers proposed different techniques and designed FSS absorbers for different microwave applications. In[13], authors presented FSS absorber for mm-wave applications. They used full ground plane instead of conducting FSS to get absorption for wide range of frequencies. But, the presented results showed that it can attenuate communication bands other than the band of interest, because the ground plane is directly printed on the bottom of dielectric. Also, the stability characteristics of the presented design were not checked at oblique incidences which are the major problem in the designing of FSS absorber. In[14], authors presented same kind of FSS absorber as that of[13] for single band operation. They used lossy dielectric slab and due to the use of this technique they got good frequency stability at different incident angles. Also, the transmission of other communication bands is not disturbed.

As discussed above, stability is one of the major problems in designing of FSS absorber. In the last decade, researchers proposed different techniques to get rid of this problem. In[15], authors presented a simple fractal FSS structure to get
frequency stability. But, they have designed different structures for different incident angles. In[16-17], authors presented fractal shaped band-stop and band-pass FSS to get stability at maximum angle of incidence. They have presented good frequency stability, but the presented designs are difficult to model and fabricate. In[18], a simple FSS structure based on cross-dipole elements was presented. Authors used Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimization to get a novel design. Analytically this is a good approach, but its practical implementation not yet available. Also, the above discussed designs are only associated with band-stop and band-pass characteristics.

The FSS absorber for WLAN security was first time presented in[19]. The overall design configuration is based on the principle of Salisbury and Jaumann absorber[9-12]. After that, in[20], the oblique incidence performance of FSS absorber design was presented which was the modification in[19]. Maximum frequency stability and absorption rate was demonstrated by sandwiching the conducting FSS element between two dielectrics. But the presented design lost its functionality at TM 45° angle of incidence because the conducting FSS element was not able to function properly due to some air gap between the layers. Also, it is hard to fabricate such kind of configuration. In[21], authors presented simple and compact FSS absorber design for WLAN security. But, the problem remains the same that for TM 45° the absorption is not band limited.

In this paper, a novel FSS absorber design is presented for 2.45 GHz and 5.25 GHz WLAN security. The proposed design has the ability to absorb WLAN signals at better rate. Also, the stable frequency response is achieved up to 45° oblique angle of incidence for both TE and TM polarizations. The presented design is fully obeying the principle of Salisbury and Jaumann absorber design and also the distance between the conducting and resistive sheets is managed according to the criteria[9-12].

After that, the absorption characteristics are achieved by placing resistive sheet in-front of the conducting sheet at a distance of 12 mm. This design configuration follows the principle of Salisbury and Jaumann absorber[9-12]. FR-4 is also used for the designing of resistive FSS elements having thickness 0.8 mm. The resistivity of the resistive layer is chosen to be 50Ω/square. Other resistance values are also available, but its use can attenuate other communication bands which is not useful in our case[19]. The dimensions of resistive layer and FSS elements are shown in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1. Design and configuration of dual-band Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) absorber](image)

2. Design and Configuration of Dual-Band FSS Absorber

This section describes the design and configuration of dual-band FSS absorber. The overall design parameters and configuration is shown in Fig. 1. First, a conducting sheet which consists of two square-loop elements is designed to demonstrate the reflection properties of dual-band FSS design. The distance between the two conducting elements is equal to \( \lambda_c/2 \). The outer square-loop element is tuned to 2.45 GHz and inner square-loop element is tuned to 5.25 GHz, respectively. The dimensions of both the elements are shown in Fig. 1. The dielectric used for the design purpose is FR-4 having dielectric constant \( \varepsilon_r = 4.4 \) and thickness 1.6 mm. The function of conducting FSS layer is to provide reflection for WLAN signals while passing other useful microwave signals. The square-loop elements are designed according to the formula which is given below

\[
L = W = \frac{c}{2f_r\sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}}}
\]

where,

\[
\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\varepsilon_r + 1}{2}
\]

where, \( L \) is the length of square-loop element, \( W \) is the width of square-loop element, \( c \) is the speed of light in free-space, \( f_r \) is the resonant frequency, \( \varepsilon_r \) is the dielectric constant of the material and \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective dielectric constant of the material, respectively.

3. Simulation Results and Discussions

To demonstrate the above described design, a simulation setup is set by using Ansoft HFSS. The simulations are done by applying real time boundary conditions. The results for perpendicular (TE) and parallel (TM) polarizations for 0° and 45° oblique incidences are presented here.

First of all, conducting FSS layer which consists of two
square-loop elements are simulated to demonstrate the reflection properties of FSS design. Fig. 2 shows the reflection and transmission coefficients of a stable conducting FSS layer at TE polarization. For 0° and 45° oblique angle of incidence, the resonant frequencies are 2.42 GHz, 5.22 GHz, 2.41 GHz and 5.25 GHz, respectively. The transmission coefficients corresponding to the resonant frequencies are -34.1 dB, -29.5 dB, -35.7 dB and -33.08 dB, respectively. The reflection coefficients at the resonant frequencies are almost 0 dB which means that maximum reflection occurred in the bands of interest. Fig. 3 shows the reflection and transmission coefficient results for TM polarization. For 0° and 45° oblique angle of incidence, the resonant frequencies are 2.48 GHz, 5.24 GHz, 2.51 GHz and 5 GHz, respectively. The transmission coefficients corresponding to the resonant frequencies are -33.7 dB, -29.8 dB, -30.8 dB and -25.5 dB, respectively. In this case, the reflection coefficient at the resonant frequencies is almost 0 dB.

After that, resistive FSS layer is placed in-front of the conducting FSS layer at a distance of 12 mm to demonstrate the absorption characteristics of FSS design. Fig. 4 shows the simulated results of dual-layer FSS absorber for TE polarization. The resonant frequencies for 0° and 45° oblique angles of incidence are 2.5 GHz, 5.23 GHz, 2.52 GHz and 5.10 GHz, respectively. In this case, only absorption results are presented. The absorption coefficients noted at the resonant frequencies are -44.7 dB, -8.5 dB, -14.3 dB and -7.4 dB, respectively. After that, the dual-layer FSS absorber is simulated for TM polarization because one polarization mode is not enough to demonstrate the stability characteristics of FSS absorber. Fig. 5 shows the absorption characteristics of dual-layer FSS absorber for TM polarization. For 0° and 45° oblique incidences, the resonant frequencies are 2.52 GHz, 5.15 GHz, 2.51 GHz and 5.15 GHz, respectively. The absorption coefficients at the resonant frequencies are -48.5 dB, -8 dB, -47 dB and -8 dB, respectively.
their wavelengths are interacting with each other. For future work, the mutual coupling can be reduced by applying an aperture type FSS between the elements.

5. Conclusions

A dual-band Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) absorber is presented for WLAN security. The FSS absorber design is based on two FSS layers which consist of two square-loop elements tuned to 2.45 GHz and 5.25 GHz, respectively. The proposed FSS design provides maximum stability for the desired WLAN frequency bands for both perpendicular (TE) and parallel (TM) polarizations when the incident wave angle changed from 0° to 45°. The performance of design is demonstrated through real time simulation and it is noted, that the FSS design will be able to absorb desired frequency bands for the wide range of incidence angles. Research is in progress to achieve maximum absorption rate for WLAN upper band (5.25 GHz) with the reduction in distance between two layers.
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